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Welcome to the second Language Link of the year, as we settle back into routine after the back to school rush. You will find a wealth
of new resources in these pages, which are certain to be helpful in your language teaching and learning experiences. Thank you to
all the schools that have placed orders with us so far, we hope your year is progressing well.
Don’t forget that we also have full catalogues available for Primary LOTE and Secondary LOTE, which are available in hardcopy or
can be downloaded in PDF format from our website. Our website is also fully searchable with secure online ordering facilities, and
can be found at www.languagebooks.com.au.
We offer a 10% discount off marked prices (except on ‘net’ items) to schools and institutions. Higher discounts may often be
negotiated with the manager for bulk purchases (class sets). Students are eligible for a 10% discount on set texts and dictionaries,
on production of a student card or course enrolment receipt.
Our shop is open seven days a week and our multilingual staff can help with a broad range of enquiries about language resources
and fiction in other languages. So please feel free to drop in and browse our shelves, or call or email us with any questions you may
have.

Megan Casey
Editor

CHINESE
Assimil Chinese with Ease
The extremely popular Assimil self-study
courses are now available for Chinese.
These easy, user-friendly courses are
based on a unique learning concept of
intuitive assimilation. Stutdents can
achieve remarkable results in four to six
months with only around 20-30 minutes
of study per day. The two volumes of this
Chinese course contain a total of 105
short, amusing lessons, and CDs
containing the full dialogues and
exercises for each lesson. In addition,
the Writing Chinese with Ease book
gives stroke-by-stroke explanations on how to write the
characters.
Chinese with Ease Volume 1 Book & 4 CDs
$125.00
Chinese with Ease Volume 2 Book & 4 CDs
$125.00
Writing Chinese with Ease
hb $36.50
Basic Chinese 100 for Beijing 2008 Olympic Games
Book & CD-ROM
$135.00
This is the first textbook to specifically incorporate Olympics
terminology to promote language services for the games. It
centres on 25 common situations with carefully designed
sentences, expanded examples and study aids drawing on sport,
daily life and travel. The book also incorporates a CD-ROM for
easy learning.

China Series
ea hb $44.00
Understanding China, home of the world’s longest continuous
civilisation, is a challenge given its social, political and cultural
differences to our own situation. This series aims to help middle
secondary students to form an accurate, comprehensive and
balanced understanding of China, past and present.
Ancient History of China
China Under Reform
Chinese Art and Architecture
Economy of China
Famous People of China
Festivals and Food of China
Geography of China
Government of China
History of Modern China
People of China
China (World in Focus)
hb $39.95
This book gives a comprehensive, up-to-date view of China,
including challenges facing the country now and in the future. It
covers China’s history, landscape and climate, population and
settlements, government and politics, energy and resources,
economy and income, global connections, transport and
communications, education and health, culture and religion,
leisure and tourism, environment and conservation, and future
challenges. There are also special focus panels which go into
detail on specific aspects of the country. Stunning and
informative photos enhance this attractive and highly useful
introduction to an important country in today’s world.

A Chinese Character a Day Practice Pad Volume 2 $29.95
Building on the success of Volume 1 ($29.95), this pad further
extends and consolidates the difficult task of memorising
hundreds of unfamiliar Chinese characters. Students can master
one character a day by spending only a few minutes of practice
time writing it. Designed in the form of a numbered tear-sheet
and packaged as a convenient memo block, there are 365
sheets for a year’s worth of practice.
Chinese Crosswords for Speakers of Chinese as a Foreign
Language Volume 1
$21.95
This book aims to offer an alternative way
of learning Chinese while having fun.
Unlike English crosswords, each square is
filled with a character rather than a letter,
so answers are usually phrases or
sentences rather than single words. It
helps
students
to
further
their
understanding of commonly used words
and sentences in specific contexts,
encourages them to associate words with
other knowledge, to enlarge their
vocabulary and to practise the very useful reading skill of
guessing meaning from context. Volumes 2 and 3 are
forthcoming.

FRENCH
Better French: Become Fluent in Everyday Speech $32.95
This handy book helps intermediate learners to achieve fluency
by addressing the subtleties of the language and showing how to
use problem words. Key areas covered include getting the
correct pronunciation; mastering difficult structures; using
colloquial expressions correctly; choosing correct words and
verbs; and different ways of saying the same thing.
Dictionnaire des Synonymes et Nuances (Le Robert)$34.00
This pocket edition contains 25,000
entries and provides over 200,000
synonyms and expressions, including all
applicable language registers such as
poetic, literary, technical, colloquial,
formal, archaic and slang. There are
detailed comparisons and explanations for
some 1,400 words and their closest
synonyms. The dictionary is very easy to
use - look up a word and it shows its part
of speech in brackets, followed by the
synonyms in numbered groups, each with
its register clearly marked. Many entries
also have in-depth explanations and examples. This is an
excellent tool for the intermediate student intrigued by the
nuances of the French language.
France (World in Focus)
$39.95
This book gives a comprehensive, up-to-date view of France,
including challenges facing the country now and in the future. It
covers France’s history, landscape and climate, population and
settlements, government and politics, energy and resources,
economy and income, global connections, transport and
communications, education and health, culture and religion,
leisure and tourism, environment and conservation, and future
challenges. There are also special focus panels which go into
detail on specific aspects of the country. Stunning and
informative photos enhance this attractive and highly useful
introduction to an important country in today’s world.
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DELF
From September 2005, the DELF and DALF have taken on a
new format following the Cadre Européen Commun de
Référence. Each unit is now independent and the tests cover
all four skills: speaking, writing, listening and reading.
Following is a list of the new titles that have become available
since the change in September. We will notify you of further
new titles when they become available, especially the ones on
the DALF.
Nouveau DELF
All these texts come with answer keys and transcripts.
A1 150 Activités
Text
$34.95
Audio CD
net $24.95
Text & Audio CD
$48.00
A2 200 Activités
Text & Audio CD
$49.95
B1 200 Activités
Text & Audio CD
$53.80
B2 200 Activités
Text & Audio CD
$61.45
DELF Junior Scolaire
A1 150 Activités
Text (with key and transcripts)
Text & Audio CD
A2 200 Activités
Text & Audio CD
B1 200 Activités
Text & Audio CD

$27.95
$44.15
$44.15
$46.15

Les Clés du Nouveau DELF
This text includes 5 units with vocabulary, grammatical and
phonetic activities and DELF training tests. Tips work as lifelines though the book and there are five training tests at the
back of the book.
Text A1 & Audio CD
$63.35
Text A2 & Audio CD
$66.95
Teacher’s Guide & Audio CD
$69.70
Réussir le DELF
A1 Text & Audio
A2 Text & Audio
B1 Text & Audio
B2 Text & Audio

CD
CD
CD
CD

$49.95
$49.95
$49.95
$49.95

Interactive French Grammar Made Easy
Book & Win CD-ROM
$34.95
This workbook and CD-ROM combo
gives a simple approach to grammar to
help students move beyond phrasebook
French and grasp the structures of the
language. Each chapter introduces a
part of speech with a clear explanation
of the grammatical concept for those
who need it. The concepts are then
reinforced by helpful advice boxes and
an abundance of examples and
exercises. The CD-ROM not only
features pop-up tips and instant scoring
for the exercises, but all the vocabulary
and answers are spoken by a native speaker to assist students’
pronunciation as well.

131 York Street, Sydney NSW 2000

Paris (Cities Through Time)
hb $34.95
This book for upper primary or lower
secondary students shows how Paris has
changed over time. It compares past and
present by featuring photographs of
landmarks, streets, buildings and
commercial districts from the early 1900s
alongside recent images of the same
place. Questions allow cross-curricular
exploration of various themes and
stimulate discussion and comparisons
with children’s own neighbourhoods.
Scrabble Français
$120.00
Great for the classroom or as a prize or gift, the French version
of the ever-popular Scrabble game will challenge and engage
students of the language. A great way to build vocabulary,
improve lateral thinking in the language and to liven up the
classroom.

GERMAN
Arbeitsgrammatik
This step-by-step guide in 46 chapters
deals systematically with the major
themes of German language learning. It
is simple to understand and easy to
follow, and is suitable for students at all
levels. For the beginner, the graded
exercises and clear instructions render
the first steps into German more
pleasurable. For the intermediate
language learner, the multi-level
exercises open up new avenues of
enquiry, and the same exercises can be
efficiently used for revision by advanced language learners. It
offers simple multiple choice tests, ideas for communication and
extensive help to those who find it hard to accumulate a rich
vocabulary and to imitate native speech patterns.
Text
$51.15
Answer Key
tba
Basic German: A Grammar and
Workbook (Routledge)
$42.00
This accessible book combines a reference grammar and
related exercises in a single volume. It focuses on the language
used today and covers the core material that students would
expect to encounter in their first years of learning German. It
features clear grammatical explanations; authentic examples
from a range of media in both German and English; checklists at
the end of each unit; cross-references to other grammar
chapters; a full exercise answer key and glossary of
grammatical terms.
Deutsch Downunder 2
The Course Book and Audio CDs for
Level 2 of this popular course have just
been released, with other components to
follow shortly.
Course Book
$46.00
Activity Book (Due late April) $24.95
Teacher’s Book (Due May) net $160.00
Audio CDs
net $120.00

ph (02) 9267 1397 or 1800 802 432 fax (02) 9264 8993

Essential German Verb Skills
$24.95
Using real-world examples and exercises,
this book goes beyond conjugation to
demonstrate how verbs function in both
formal and informal everyday spoken and
written German. Explanations are given with
reference to how English verbs function in
the same context, and students are shown
how to integrate verbs into meaningful
sentences of their own. It features special
chapters devoted to confusing verbs such
as haben and sein, dozens of practical
exercises, tables that efficiently resolve troublesome issues, and
handy appendices of irregular verbs and of common verbs and
the prepositions that go with them.
A Frequency Dictionary of German
$54.00
This invaluable tool allows students of all levels to maximise
their study of German vocabulary in an efficient and engaging
way. It lists the 5,000 most frequently used words in the
language, with a detailed list in order of frequency as well as
cross-referenced alphabetical and part of speech indexes. All
entries in the frequency list are accompanied by the English
translation and a sample sentence.
Genau! Senior
Following on from the popular Genau! and Ganz Genau!,
Genau! Senior is presented in an
attractive magazine-style format that will
appeal to teenagers. Students are given
a wealth of materials to read and listen to,
all covering topics of relevance to the
modern-day teenager. The units and
components are designed to allow
maximum flexibility to support the
themes, topics, language functions,
grammar, vocabulary and cultural items.
The separate grammar booklet that
comes with the student’s book helps students to stay focused on
the readings while still accessing the relevant grammar rules.
Student Book with Grammar Booklet
$44.95
Workbook (Due July)
$26.00
Audio CDs
net $180.00
Teacher Resource Book (Due Sept)
net $200.00
Germany (World in Focus)
hb $39.95
This book gives a comprehensive, up-to-date view of Germany,
including challenges facing the country now and in the future. It
covers Germany’s history, landscape and climate, population
and settlements, government and politics, energy and
resources, economy and income, global connections, transport
and communications, education and health, culture and religion,
leisure and tourism, environment and conservation, and future
challenges. There are also special focus panels which go into
detail on specific aspects of the country. Stunning and
informative photos enhance this attractive and highly useful
introduction to an important country in today’s world.

www.languagebooks.com.au
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Interactive German Grammar Made Easy
Book & Win CD-ROM
$34.95
This workbook and CD-ROM combo gives a simple approach to
grammar to help students move beyond phrasebook German
and grasp the structures of the language. Each chapter
introduces a part of speech with a clear explanation of the
grammatical concept for those who need it. The concepts are
then reinforced by helpful advice boxes and an abundance of
examples and exercises. The CD-ROM not only features pop-up
tips and instant scoring for the exercises, but all the vocabulary
and answers are spoken by a native speaker to assist students’
pronunciation as well.
Language Stickers German New Designs
Motivate your students with these attractive reward stickers in
bright, colourful new designs. 100 stickers per box.

Ausgezeichnet
Fantastisch
Gut Gemacht
Gute Arbeit
Sehr Gut

net
net
net
net
net

$6.70
$5.55
$6.70
$6.70
$5.55

10% discount
to all schools, libraries, colleges
& other institutions
(except on net items)

INDONESIAN
Indonesia (Countries of the World)
(Evans Brothers)
hb $38.50
This
book
provides
up-to-dateinformation on Indonesia’s geography,
industries, people, culture, environment
and future prospects. It contains case
studies of particular locations, industries
and people, maps, diagrams, charts and
specially commissioned photographs.
Suitable for middle secondary students.

Indonesia: Islands of the Imagination
hb $36.95
This beautifully presented book explores
Indonesia’s ancient traditions, breathtaking
scenery and fascinating cultures. The
stunning photographs and informative
essays capture the fundamental beauty of
the archipelago and offer a fascinating guide
to a world of colourful customs, spectacular
biological diversity, volcanic splendour and rural beauty.
Excellent for prize night or as a valued addition to the library.
Language Stickers Indonesian New Designs
Motivate your students with
these attractive reward
stickers in bright, colourful
new designs. 100 stickers
per box.
Ada Kemajuan net $5.55
Baik Sekali
net $5.55
Pencak Silat for Schools:
Indonesia’s Fighting Art DVD & CD-ROM
$75.00
This DVD of Indonesia’s fighting art is targeted at primary and
secondary schools that teach Indonesian. It features voiceover
in English and in Indonesian at three different levels of language
difficulty, and the accompanying CD-ROM contains transcripts,
translations and work sheets in Word format. Teachers can
download the desired pages, modify them if they want to and
print them in colour. They can also make the jpeg pictures
available to students for use in Power Point presentations, etc.
Pimsleur Indonesian Compact Program (5 CDs)
$100.00
The popular Pimsleur method is an excellent approach for
people who want to learn the language just by listening. Rather
than the straight listen-and-repeat method employed by most
all-audio programs, the Pimsleur method will ask students to put
sentences together themselves, to recall things learnt in earlier
lessons and to use elements they have already learned to make
constructions that have not yet been put together in the lessons.
There is no written material included, but the listener retains
what they hear easily by becoming active in the learning
process. Contains 10 half-hour lessons.
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ITALIAN
Interactive Italian Grammar Made Easy
Book & Win CD-ROM
$34.95
This workbook and CD-ROM combo
gives a simple approach to grammar to
help students move beyond phrasebook
Italian and grasp the structures of the
language. Each chapter introduces a
part of speech with a clear explanation
of the grammatical concept for those
who need it. The concepts are then
reinforced by helpful advice boxes and
an abundance of examples and
exercises. The CD-ROM not only
features pop-up tips and instant scoring
for the exercises, but all the vocabulary
and answers are spoken by a native speaker to assist students’
pronunciation as well.
Italian Verb Tenses (Practice Makes Perfect)
Rather than just providing verb
conjugation drills, this book helps
students achieve fluency by showing how
these fundamental building blocks of
language are actually used in the context
of everyday speech and writing. It
features detailed explanations of when
and why to use different verb tenses,
everyday examples covering a wide
range of topics, over 100 engaging
exercises and comprehensive verb
conjugation tables.

$19.95

JAPANESE
70 Japanese Gestures
$19.95
This whimsical look at Japan’s ‘language of no
language’ introduces 70 gestures that will help
you hurl insults, flirt, agree, excuse yourself,
cross the street and even make promises
without uttering a word. Includes everyday
practical gestures, children’s gestures and
slang gestures, with a handy star system to
warn you if a slang gesture may cause
offence! An excellent instruction book for
students, teachers, business negotiators and
cross-cultural observers.
Elementary Japanese
This course is suitable for beginners at university level or for
individual study. It is based on the traditional approach of
segmenting the language to be acquired according to
constructions rather than functions. Grammatical explanations
are provided in sufficient detail for it to be used as a reference
as well as a textbook. Each lesson represents one week’s
instruction and includes a dialogue, usage notes, grammar
notes, exercises, new kanji and new vocabulary. Each book
comes with a CD-ROM containing the audio files of all
vocabulary and listening exercises.
Book 1 with CD-ROM
hb $79.95
Book 2 with CD-ROM
hb $79.95
Teacher’s Guide
hb $55.00
ph (02) 9267 1397 or 1800 802 432 fax (02) 9264 8993

Hiroshima (How Did it Happen?)
hb $32.95
This book provides a straightforward
account of how the A-bomb was
developed and the events that influenced
the decision to drop the first weapon of
mass destruction on Hiroshima. It
features contemporary spoken and
written material and photographs, along
with the views of professional historians.
For lower to middle secondary students.

How to Draw Manga (Peter Gray)
ea hb $24.95
Aimed specifically at children and young teenagers, these books
give step-by-step instructions to guide the student through the
drawing process from rough sketches
to finished illustrations. They give tips
on drawing materials, how to give
drawings a 3D effect, how to depict
motion, as well as a glossary, index
and links to useful websites.
Animals
Female Action Figures
Heroes and Villains
Male Action Figures
Monsters
Robots
Japanese Beyond Words:
How to Walk and Talk Like a Native Speaker
$29.95
Communicating effectively with Japanese people involves much
more than knowing the technical structures and vocabulary of
the language. Barriers of culture and social etiquette can be just
as difficult to overcome as problems of grammar, and this book
was written to help surmount these barriers. It covers such
varied topics as the etiquette of business cards, when and how
to bow, Japanese words in English and English words in
Japanese, how to say no without saying “no”, behaviour at
parties, social uses of politeness and rudeness, and much more.
Japanese the Manga Way
$49.95
This ‘real manga, real Japanese’
approach uses panels from manga
actually published in Japan to illustrate
almost every key grammar point taught
in the first two years of study, and show
how the language is used in real life.
Learning with manga makes learning
rules and structures easy, and also lets
the student experience colloquialisms,
contractions, interjections and other
elements of speech often neglected in
formal textbooks. With a detailed index,
numerous tables and sidebars and a complete guide to
pronunciation, this is excellent as an introduction for the
independent student, as a supplement for the beginning
classroom or as a reference and review for more advanced
students.
The Way of Taiko
$37.95
This book is for anyone who wants to try taiko drumming or who
is fascinated by the instruments, sounds and compositions of a
typically powerful taiko performance. It contains a brief
introduction to taiko history, a guide to taiko instruments and
movement, and an overview of training, disciplines and the
connections between drumming, nature and spiritual practice.
Includes a detailed glossary and over 35 full-colour
photographs.

www.languagebooks.com.au
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SPANISH
Aunt Tula/La Tía Tula: A Dual-Language Book
$25.00
A provocative nonconformist and outspoken enemy of all
dogma, Miguel de Unamuno excelled in the creation of fiction,
essays, poetry and plays. In La Tía Julia, he paints a portrait of
the indomitable Aunt Julia, who fulfils her maternal desires on
her own terms. This edition features ample notes and an
informative introduction, including treatment of Unamuno’s
idiomatic wordplay.
Basic Spanish: A Grammar and
Workbook (Routledge)
$39.00
This workbook presents 20 individual grammar points in realistic
contexts, and is an excellent reference and practice book for
beginners and for those with some knowledge of the language.
It features authentic reading texts to encourage an
understanding of Spain and Spanish-speaking countries,
reference to Latin American usage where appropriate, a full
answer key for the exercises and a glossary of grammatical
terms.
Countries of the World (Evans Brothers)
ea hb $38.50
This series provides up-to-date-information on each country’s
geography, industries, people, culture,
environment and future prospects. All titles
contain case studies of particular locations,
industries or people, maps, diagrams, charts
and specially commissioned photographs.
Suitable for middle secondary students.
Argentina
Chile
Mexico
Spain
Easy Spanish Step-By-Step
$19.95
This book is based on the idea that the
quickest route to learning Spanish is
through a solid grounding in grammar
basics. It features a unique ‘building block’
approach to mastering essential grammar,
verbs and vocabulary; down-to-earth
explanations of important rules and
concepts; 300 verbs and hundreds of key
terms introduced on the basis of
frequency; exercises to help students test
what they’ve learned and measure progress; and engaging
readings that help hone skills in everyday contexts.
Flip Quiz Spanish
$19.95
This is an excellent resource for pair work activities. Students
prop the quiz between them and take it in turns to ask and
answer questions in Spanish, depending on what they see on
the page. With over 600 questions and answers covering 15
different subject areas, it is packed with colour images and
cartoons, as well as role-plays, quizzes and amazing facts on
Spain.
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A Frequency Dictionary of Spanish
$56.00
This invaluable tool allows students of all
levels to maximise their study of Spanish
vocabulary in an efficient and engaging way.
It lists the 5,000 most frequently used words
in the language, with a detailed list in order of
frequency as well as cross-referenced
alphabetical and part of speech indexes. All
entries in the frequency list are accompanied
by the English translation and a sample
sentence.
Interactive Spanish Grammar Made Easy
Book & Win CD-ROM
$34.95
This workbook and CD-ROM combo gives a simple approach to
grammar to help students move beyond phrasebook Spanish
and grasp the structures of the language. Each chapter
introduces a part of speech with a clear explanation of the
grammatical concept for those who need it. The concepts are
then reinforced by helpful advice boxes and an abundance of
examples and exercises. The CD-ROM not only features pop-up
tips and instant scoring for the exercises, but all the vocabulary
and answers are spoken by a native speaker to assist students’
pronunciation as well.
McGraw-Hill’s Quick and Easy Medical Spanish
with Audio CD
$34.95
This accessible and easy-to-use primer
combines a hands-on workbook with a fully
integrated audio CD tutorial to help medical
professionals master all the Spanish
vocabulary and grammar they need to
communicate with Spanish-speaking
patients. It features over 1,000 Spanish
words and phrases, real-life dialogues
based on common medical situations,
written and oral exercises and role-playing
exercises. Suitable for total beginners in Spanish or for those
wanting to brush up and expand their skills.
Spanish-American Short Stories/
Cuentos Hispanoamericanos:
A Dual-Language Book
$29.00
These 17 stories from the Caribbean and Central and South
America encompass a tremendous variety of subjects, settings,
moods and styles, from worldly sophistication to outright
savagery. Ranging in publication dates from 1867 to 1922, each
story is by a different well-known author from a different country,
including Rubén Dario, José Martí, Amado Nervo and Rómulo
Gallegos. This edition features an informative introduction and
ample footnotes.
Spanish Stories of the Late Nineteenth Century/
Cuentos Españoles de Fines del Siglo XIX
$27.00
This dual-language edition contains 11 stories by four
outstanding authors – Juan Valera, Pedro Antonio de Alarcón,
Emilia Pardo Bazán and Leopoldo Alas (“Clarin”). It features an
informative introduction and ample footnotes.
Spanish Verbs for Dummies
$29.95
The popular “Dummies” books explain
things in ways that are simple and easy to
understand. This new title helps students to
master all 14 Spanish verb tenses and to
make sense of confusing rules. It gives
special help with irregular verbs and other
verbs that break the rules, provides lots of
examples on how to use verbs in the real
world, and includes lots of practice
exercises.

131 York Street, Sydney NSW 2000

Streetwise Spanish with Audio CD
$34.95
The new audio edition of this popular guide to everyday Spanish
helps clue the reader in on the idioms, colloquialisms, slang and
vulgarisms currently used by Spanish speakers from all regions
and walks of life. It features an overview of ‘signature’ words
differentiating speakers across the Spanish-speaking world,
engaging exercises to test comprehension and fine-tune skills,
vocabulary lists and a mini-dictionary. The CD features 30
dialogues spoken by Spanish speakers from more than 15
countries to give exposure to authentic regional accents.
The Ultimate Spanish Verb Review and Practice
$19.95
This resource helps intermediate to advanced
learners to quickly build their mastery of the
Spanish sentence by comparing and
contrasting Spanish and English verb tenses
and sentence structures. It features examples
of Spanish verb and sentence structures in
everyday language; exercises including
sentence completion, sentence building,
dialogue writing, translation and verb-form
replacement; hundreds of verbs listed in both
structural and semantic groupings; and coverage of contemporary
Spanish including computer and technology verbs.

OTHER LANGUAGES
ARABIC
Media Arabic
$57.00
This course provides the basic skills required for comprehension
and newsgathering from Arabic radio and newspapers. It
assumes only a basic knowledge of grammar and vocabulary, and
begins with an introduction to the broad structures of media
Arabic, preparing students for oral translation and independent
reading. It then moves on to more advanced exercises in oral
translation focused on the vocabulary of five current affairs topics.
Media Arabic: An Essential Vocabulary
$26.95
Suitable for use either with the course Media Arabic or as an
independent reference, this handy book gives a core vocabulary
of media Arabic in a logical format, allowing for easy reference.
The book is divided into the following sections: General (reports,
sources, common media idioms), Politics, Elections, Military,
Economics, Trade and Industry, Law and Order, Disaster and Aid.
A Reference Grammar of Modern Standard Arabic $140.00
This comprehensive yet accessible overview
is clearly structured and systematically
organised. It covers the essential aspects of
phonology, morphology and syntax, and
includes helpful glossaries of both Arabic
and English linguistic terms, as well as a
section on how to use an Arabic dictionary.
Each aspect of the language is clearly
illustrated with carefully chosen examples. It
is invaluable as a practical guide for
supporting students’ textbooks, for classroom work or self-study,
and is an excellent reference work for scholars of the language.
Using Arabic Synonyms
$89.95
Designed for those who have already developed a basic
competence in Arabic, this comprehensive guide aims to broaden
and improve learners’ vocabulary by helping them find the right
word for the right context. Synonyms are clearly organised into
groups under Arabic headwords and each entry is accompanied
by information on level, frequency and grammatical context, as
well as authentic real-life examples of usage. The clear, tabular
layout makes reference easy and two clear indexes in Arabic and
English make it simple to instantly locate any word.
ph (02) 9267 1397 or 1800 802 432 fax (02) 9264 8993

HINDI
Your First 100 Words in Hindi
$19.95
This book features games, puzzles and
tear-out flashcards to help students master
the Hindi alphabet and basic vocabulary.
Words and accompanying activities are
arranged into eight basic topics – around
the home, clothes, around town,
countryside, opposites, animals, parts of
the body and useful expressions. Every
word is accompanied by a cartoon image
and numerous fun activities help to
reinforce learning. Flashcards feature the word in Hindi script
and transliteration on one side, with the English translation on
the other.
HUNGARIAN
Hippocrene Hungarian-English /
English-Hungarian Practical Dictionary
$54.00
This new dictionary features over 31,000
entries, including a wide range of business,
medical and technical vocabulary, a
comprehensive pronunciation guide, a concise
introduction to Hungarian grammar and
appendices of English and Hungarian irregular
verbs. Expressions, illustrative examples and
essential phrases are included throughout.

KOREAN
Once Upon a Time in Korea:
An Elementary Reader
$59.95
This book is designed for anyone who has
some Korean vocabulary and is familiar
with the basic grammar. It provides
delightful and easy short stories rewritten
in simple sentences and using carefully
selected sets of basic vocabulary, without
sacrificing original meanings. The book is
beautifully illustrated, and each story is
accompanied by a vocabulary list in
English, and cultural notes are included
with some of the stories.
PASHTO
Rosetta Stone Pashto Mac/Win CD-ROM
net $299.00
This popular program is now available for learning Pashto. It is
a very visual program with over 3,600 colour images and more
than 3,000 words emphasising the four key elements of
language learning: listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
There is no English throughout this program, so students are
immersed in the language and learn through associating the
basics with the images on screen. Also included are scored
exercises and tests to monitor progress.
PERSIAN
Rosetta Stone Farsi Mac/Win CD-ROM
net $299.00
This popular program is now available for learning Farsi. It is a
very visual program with over 3,600 colour images and more
than 3,000 words emphasising the four key elements of
language learning: listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
There is no English throughout this program, so students are
immersed in the language and learn through associating the
basics with the images on screen. Also included are scored
exercises and tests to monitor progress.

www.languagebooks.com.au
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PORTUGUESE
Mini Aurélio: O Dicionário da Língua Portuguesa
$45.00
This monolingual dictionary of Brazilian Portuguese is easy to use, with clear and
concise definitions. It contains over 30,000 entries, indications of special fields that
words are used in, syllable separation, new words, verb tables, grammatical
information, irregular plurals and a mini encyclopedia.
THAI
From Bangkok and Beyond:
Thai Children’s Songs Games and Customs
This book and CD package gives a wonderful insight into
Thai music and culture. It contains photocopiable children’s
songs and game songs, each transcribed with notes on
cultural context, game directions and suggestions for
extended activities. Also included are numerous
photographs, a photocopiable map of Thailand, introductory
sections on Thai culture, music and musical instruments, a
Thai folk tale, recipes and a glossary of common Thai words
and phrases (with pronunciation guide). The CD includes all
songs and instrumentals, as well a slow pronunciation guide
for each song.

$49.95

A Thai Journey
$34.95
This resource offers a fresh insight into the many facets of life in contemporary
Thailand, from a living tradition of Buddhist practice and the world’s oldest
surviving monarchy to Bangkok’s hellish traffic problems and the thriving tourist
industry. It provides practical and innovative classroom materials, including
photocopiable worksheets, background information for teachers and detailed
teaching and learning activities.
VIETNAMESE
Your First 100 Words in Vietnamese
$19.95
This book features games, puzzles and tear-out flashcards to help students
master the Vietnamese alphabet and basic vocabulary. A useful introduction
provides an explanation of the tonal marks and accents used in the Vietnamese
alphabet. Words and accompanying activities are arranged into eight basic topics
– around the home, clothes, around town, countryside, opposites, animals, parts
of the body and useful expressions. Every word is accompanied by a cartoon
image and numerous fun activities help to reinforce learning.

CULTURAL RESOURCES
Go Philippines Mac/Win CD-ROM
This CD-ROM employs a series of exciting on-screen activities to explore the
Philippines, its people, history, geography and cultures.
Students can explore interactive landscapes, delve
deeper with fact files, challenge themselves with many
quizzes, browse through the photograph albums and
explore the web with the links libraries. Also includes
over 50 printable activity sheets.
Single User CD-ROM
net $49.95
Whole School Site Licence
(includes CD-ROM)
net $129.95
The Middle East Series
ea hb $38.50
This topical series looks at the key countries involved in the breaking news stories
in this region, whether it’s the changing situation in Iraq, the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict or the role of oil in regional and
world politics. The history of the Middle East is also
examined to explain how the region has developed over the
last century and to explore the causes of current conflicts.
Suitable for ages 12-16.
Iran and the Islamic Revolution
Iraq Then and Now
Israel and Palestine
Oil in the Middle East
The Making of the Middle East
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DELIVERY
One item
$5.00
Each additional item
.50
Orders of 10 or more items
Free
Per order Australia-wide

SCHOOLS & LIBRARIES
Teachers, schools, libraries, colleges and
educational institutions receive 10% discount
off all listed prices (except items marked 'net').
Higher discounts may be negotiated for bulk
quantities (class sets).
Institutional customers may also have items
sent On Approval for 3 weeks. (Return postage
payable by customer).

GIFT VOUCHERS
Language Book Centre’s
attractive Gift Vouchers are
available in any denomination
and have no expiry date.
Redeemable
at Abbey’s
Bookshop, Language Book
Centre or Galaxy Bookshop.

PA R K I N G
Spend $50 or more at Abbey’s Bookshop,
Language Book Centre or Galaxy Bookshop,
present your QVB parking ticket and receive a
$5 Parking Voucher.

SPECIALIST STORES

Visit 131 York Street for a great range of crime
and general fiction, history, science, classics,
children’s books & much more.
Phone
(02) 9264 3111
Fax
(02) 9264 8993
email
books@abbeys.com.au
Online
www.abbeys.com.au

Alongside Abbey’s at 143 York Street for
Sydney’s most extensive range of science
fiction, fantasy and horror.
Phone (02) 9267 7222
Fax
(02) 9261 3691
email
sf@galaxybooks.com.au
Online www.galaxybooks.com.au
Prices are correct at time of publication
but unfortunately are subject to change.

